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Social Teaching Guide 2. iI DEPED COPY Social Lesson in Economics – Teaching Guide First Edition 2015 States, Section 176 The Government may not have copyright (quotes) in any work of the Philippine Government. However, the agency's permission or office is required to prepare work if it is income. Potential practices of such an agency or office included the establishment of approximate fees. The works (stories, selections, poems, songs, images, product or brand names, trademarks or trademarks, television shows, films, etc.) used in this book contain the rights thereof. An agreement with the Department of
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Education and Film Licensing Society (FILCOLS), Inc. confirmed that FILCOLS represents the request for proper consent to ownership of works rendered and used herein. He worked hard to track to get permission to use materials. Publishers and authors do not claim that right. Only institutions and companies that hire FILCOLS and those that are only outside the agreement can copy from this instruction the Teaching Guide. Uns hired FilCOLS must, if you wish to copy, contact publishers directly with publishers and authors. FilCOLS can be called on the nose of the phone. (02) 439-2204 or email users filcols@gmail.com
authors and publishers. Published by the Secretary of the Department of Education: Br. Armin A. Luistro FSC Second Secretary: Dina S. Ocampo, Ph.D. Printed in philippines from _________________ Secretary of the Council of Education-Instruction Materials Council: 5th Floor Mabini Bldg, DepEd Complex Meralco Avenue, Pasig City Philippines 1600 Telefax: or 634-1072 Email address: imcsetd@yahoo.com or Guidelines for Teaching Consultants: Dr. Jose V. Camacho, jr., Amella L. Bello, Niño Alejandro Q. Win, and Rodger Valientes Writers: Bernard R. News, Martiniano D. Buising, Edward D.J. Garcia, Apollo D. De
Guzman, Juanito L. Lumibao, Jr., Alex P. Matthew, and Irene J. Mondejar Collaborators: Ninian Alcasid, Romela M. Cruz, Larissa Nano, and Jeannith Sabelauter Reuters Drawing: Eric S. de Guia, Ivan Slash Calilung, Gab Ferrera, Marc Neil Vincents Maraigan, and ERich A. Pagulayan and Donna Pamella G. Romero Administrators: Dir. Jocelyn DR. Andaya, Dr. Jose D. Tuguinayo, Jr. Dr. Rosalie B. Masbi, Dr. Enrique S. Palacio, and Mr. Edward D. dePED COPY The initial purposes of the K-12 Social Lesson Curriculum will shape people's analysis, reflection, accountability, productivity, nature, fair and humanitarian
citizens of the country and the world. This guide focuses on learning the economy. It emphasizes the problem of strangeness and its relationship with wise decisions to meet the many human needs and desires. The skills and tasks in this document are expected to help to better understand basic thoughts and timely economic issues and national development. Students are also known to develop cultivating the skills of research, data analysis, chart development and analysis, complexity, research, thought analysis, effective communication and understanding of what is happening in the environment in which they live.
Economic education strategies have also been introduced to achildize the skills expected to complete this lesson. In order to make economic study more meaningful, those who have written this guide use real and timely data from government agencies. Photos, illustrations and diagrams have also been placed to make it easier to understand concepts and lessons. Some terminologies do not translate into Filipino so that students cannot change the meaning and be fully understood by students. The concepts also tried to explain in a way that students could easily understand. The examples used are usually taken from the
experience of daily students to be more excited about the discovery of theories and concepts related to entrenchment. This guide consists of four units. Each unit is divided into each lesson. Unit 1 focuses on learning the Basic Economic Concept. Unit 2 focuses on Maykroekonomics. Unit 3 focuses on Makroekonomics. While Unit 4 is the Economic Sector and Economic Policies. Come and travel happily to the world of Economiks and make it an instrument for the progress and progress of our 4. DEPED COPY I Content Registration: Introduction Basics and Economic Guidelines
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DEPED COPY 10. x DEPED COPY FRAME WORKS Social description became the BasicK-12SYNCient Curriculum (AP)Curriculum Educated Educationfor all all2015(EducationforAll2015)and theK-12PhilippineBasicEducationCurriculumFramework.Intended centuries-old functionally filipino literallyte. The defender, ensuring that the standard of defenses and the rules of defenses have been admitted to the admission of a target. The objective of the Social Societies of the Curriculum is training, reflection, reflexive, productivity, nature, international critics who threaten nature. This association is an association with colonial
integrity, col. col. conceptual, research, intregrative, interdesplinary and multlinary. It is true that the thoughtful (thinking) social letters, perfectly historical and disciplined, are disciplined. Anchor's anchor-anchor alliance with anchors has been anchored in the content and form of children of seventeen years of age:I)human, environmental and social,3) Responsibility,4)rights, citizenship of responsibility5), authoritarian,6)production, dysibution and consumption, aggressive registration and intelligence agencies, traditionally disciplined pancreatic, intelligent thinking and intelligent decision-making, explosive research, historical
and social skills, attracting expansive international interactions , simultaneously clarifying the approach of understanding and learning. In other speeches, TheK-12SYServative aims to understand historical, geographical, political, economic, economic and social discipline, produce, events (PillarsofLearning). Emphasizes understanding of concepts and terrorism. As confirmation of understanding, the study concludes that there is a sense of self-defense and definition of subject studies that are contemporary. KTO12BACURRICULUM 11. xi DEPED COPY Based Social Curriculum BasedK-12SYScientic Curriculum
Education all 2015(EducationforAll2015)at K-12Philip- PineBasicEucurriculumFramework.Destined to scientific21 to make functionally literally implemented Filipino. Long-term education is also intended to adapt to formal studies. The strategy of these structures involves structural integrity, partnerships (collaborative learning and context. The Atonement based on their sense of humor: Social studies and social justice studies, community and social justice, how they live, the relationship between terrorists and cultural heritage, to negotiate Illusion Filipine, intelligent and socialist-owned socialists, used specialized research,
research, management, creative thinking, smart decision-making, natural resources and effective communication. Objective there is a universal appreciation for the social and intelering future. The AP Curriculum aims to curb the identity of the European Union, the country and the refore. At the same time, social and social disasters at the same time, between disadvantaged social and social people, and the world, how they transform, to shape divisive atleticons tomorrow. To achieve this, it is important to highlight the relevant social lessons: (i)) research; (ii) analysis of interview information; (iii)research;
(iv)communications, especially apprentices; and (v)ethics management. The APC Curriculum To protest against the expanding subjects of Social Security, its associated relationship with the entire AP curriculum, expanded The International Constitution (United States).) The expected technologies will be used in each edition, similarly, for example, by sixth, Production, Distribution and Consumption, are appropriate (Economy) rather than different. Although it is also discussed by The Associated Press of Asia.A.A. appropriate temporary but subject to all mortgage criminal charges. KTO12BACURRICULUM 12. xi DEPED
COPY 1. Human Rights Group, Socialist Society and Social Concepts Socialization.Emphasis analyses the participants of the unprecedented social and social constituency. Saga, ubiquitous studies: 1.1The concepts of heography, use, atlasattalteknological instruments, to be mailed and achieved; 1.2Gplus physical and socially influential characteristics; 1.3 Humenciability (progress); the atmosphere of this atmosphere; and 1.4The people responsible and social development 2. Periodically, continuous security reflects the social development of identity (identity) independent of self-disapproval. Central study, social and
encouraging concepts (time), serves as the basic context of understanding changes that change life, but the social context, but it says. Psychochrologists mean aggravated attacks on attacks, although there are significant assailants calfact (reality/information) learn to learn to learn, but to recognize pasta, continuing beliefs, structures events are associated with the associated pressure that occurs. 3. Culture, identification and identity Associated with the two initial concultural concepts, identifying healthy beliefs, values, traditions and methods to live a social, unfortunate, unfortunate, artistic and. It is a disastrous identity of
his group, the nation's most valuable cultural heritage. Techmangito, is expected to form agricultural identity, individual Lippino, and understand the distinctive cultural characteristic. The accident exposed the fictional and satisfying brains. 4. Rights, Citizenship of Responsibility Based on understanding citizenship and social discrimination. He is responsible for citizenship, regardless of his political, cultural, gender, ethnic, desoterated, disguised beliefs. This involves respecting shameful considerations, respect, respect for self-destruction. Understand that APkuric is an understanding of agriculture and the integrity of the
country's universe. KTO12BACURRICULUM 13. xiI DEPED COPY 5. Power, authoritarian citizenship partisanship undermines authority, the use of daily life, the meaning of the democracy agreement, atarisonssack Selects.Coverage Of The Constitution, which indicates citizenship and citizenship El.Understand authorized authorities and derailments at various levels of government, unfortunate letters, will be discussed in the AP curriculum. The Asia-Pacific and Secular Experimental is also aggravated by the audience. 6. Production, Distribution and Consumption How to Coster independent income? How can family funds
grow? The answer suggests that he is aware of the concept of choice, necessity, spending, cost and benefits (cost and benefits)covered first economy, but is used to study Philippine societies in The Associated Press. Analysts say that production, distribution and consumption, symptoms of available resources can be understood as a concept such as inflation, GDP, deficit, commonly readsadyouria Important understanding but the quick ingredients in economic deployment, using mathematics. (ConsumerEd.Financial Literacy, Savings) 7. Expanded global registration and support of curriculum studies of ap and global
issues. LessonAsianbait7,History Worldwide18,Economic Contemporary Isis 100.Helpful Nation worldwide The Fiscal Regional Secretary-General's understanding of the Fiscal Shiite community is understood to haveeded as suspicious of global issues. The 11th-12th-120kg-obsessive discussions various tyranny (local, national, social, and enthusiastic) to disable impressive studies and studies. Saga is also aimed at vigorously abusive AP arguments that the ongoing negotiated strategy is underway. 2. Aggressive and sophisticated officials, the social and social impacts of social and social attitudes, problems- mental
health problems 3. Social relations (community, country) and social issues. International problems, natural disasters, and the resolution of these problems Kto12BASICICULUM 14. xiv DEPED COPY Ads The NewAP curriculum rooted in educated links: the useful (functional)nalitera of all;the functional literature of all functional literaturedfilipino; and long-term learning after formal learning (lifelong learning). These participants will be seen as a partnership with the APckalist, but research is investigating. Therefore, the SPG Curriculum (content-based) but also competency-based. Abbots: a) deliberately reflect editorial
initiatives, and b) emphasize mental illness. The generals are presented below in the AAp curriculum, the participants. These agents are related to tie reinforcements. It is intended to graph that implementers who are properly licensed and scaffolded processed, to establish deployment practices (atmaskomplex). SkillsParticular Skills Research 1. It is determined that resources respond. It is used to attack attacks to determine differences, location and geography 3. Technological resources used interpretation of day 1. Reader Statistics 2. Used by statistical lyricists to examine economic and intellectual growth. Read rooted
in the historical context of motivational and author-author analysis and interpretation of information 1. It is understood, it is a sense of humor, class 2 consultation. Awareness, practices and practices that are clearly unique and/or similarities of obesity 3. Historically recognizes perspective self-oomanship 4. Diversity and facts determined 5. Popular recognition of debibistoreo dementia/creator 6. Familiarize yourself with various resources. Suspicious tonessevidence 8. Organize sbuoggling—basic atmoscraft-speaking 9. It is understood thatcher was affected by the cause of season 10. Comparable Reconciliation and
Reconciliation Regulations 11. Constructive interpretations of the possible conflict between Kto12BASICCURRICULUM 15. xv DEPED COPY Particular Skills 12. Provides critical values, groups, events, processing attitudes 13. I'm thinking of talking about references to 14. They compared self-aware thoughts/creators by explaining what they agree with. It means population, discrimination, reasons 16. The impact of social and social discrimination is understood 17. It uses mathematical understanding of the economic concepts of autonomous concepts of concepts in concerted concepts 18. Conclusive conclusions on
international research 1. Responds to questionable approval 2. Psychologically organized research 3. We use technological instrumental research, analysis, practice and preparation research communications 1. Diversity linked from appropriate resources 2. Entered resources correctly 3. He has been charged with independent lynching of the event that reinforced the autobiography of the 4. Constructive but clearly controlled and conclusively explained 5. It is a written narrative that has an increase of 33-500 degrees in the explanation of the issue of openomeno, used to be appropriately appropriate for ethical standards 1.
It is understood that the community is recognized as a whole, country and defense 2. its equal 3. Be careful, believe, pointdebioposition 4. It is a disgusting treatment and respect the fulfillment of its own position, positioning visualization 5. Determined to respond (reaction, short-term) in recognition of Treasury standards of author/agrotural creator trading standards: Observed understanding of the consequences, geography, geography, culture, government, government, civics, atmospheric skills translated into diversity of disciplinary social scientists, research, intelligent thinking, smart decision making, creativity, creativity,
natural resources, arguing that the world is a sense of humor, reflection, responsibility, productivity, nature. 16. XVI DEPED COPY Basic Standards (KeyStageStandards): K–34–67–10 Demonstrators introduced to understanding, family, schools, lawyers, concepts based on sustainability care, distance and directional skills—understanding of self-cultural and social-cultural, associated communities, and massive social skills. Demonstrated as young productivity, responsible and national Ellipse scientific skills, research, analysts think, smart decision making, creativity, natural resources and communication skills,
geographical concepts, history, economy, management, civic cultural development It is demonstrative as young citizens of the Senate who are sensitive, contemplative, creative, with intelligent participation, nature, responsibility, productivity, humanization, manipulative vision of research, analysis and diversity skills, research, effective communication and understanding of conceptgia, history, economic cultural developments, politicians also develop in the future. StandardsBay/Level (GradeLevelStandards): Step Standards Learning KSimmerging Started understanding of independence and relations between social
consciousness. 1 Unpredictable awareness and understanding of independent and independent physical constituency, interaction, distance and direction to individual sectors, communities. 2 Reflective of consciousness, understanding and appreciation, using concepts of sustainability, power, leadership and desire, so traditionallatmgalabing. 3 A); A); Widely recognized Senate communities as provincial lawyers (a)(b)) culture;c)economy;and d)political and useful concepts of sustainability, interactions and environmental oppression. 17. Xvii DEPED COPY Baitman Learning 4 Filipino-Proud Filipino native Obligate skillful
heography, understanding cultural, participatory and appreciation of elist values. 5 Analysts say that Senate institutional intelligence agencies have a dramatic understanding of the economic implications of the nineteenth and nineteenth economies, teams such as historical signature, sustainability, relationships between citizenship, reflection, productivity, productivity, nature, sensitivity, and intelignic sanctuary cities have responded to increasingly open ingredients. 6 The Senate continues to understand to this end 2016-2008-2008, to secure identity as Senate Intelligence and Opudary Citizens; Expressed in independent
Senate referendum, speculation, deputy audiencecapitan, from various seasons, to the end of the year the overwhelming mindset of the massacre of the world's widespread understanding of independent independence, history, culture, society, governments of the identity of The Associated Press and development of associations and development of associations and confrontation Asia 8Demonstrators understanding the identity of the global maneuver challenges as geographical badges , history, culture, society and government 9 Analytical understanding of the mentality and ideology of isusaeusaenovs using qualified
social disciplines to shape citizenship, reflective, responsible, productive, fair and degrading 10 understanding and understanding of the Senate of the agrocultutive economy and intellectuals, nature, politics, human rights, educational civic citizenship versus research, analysis and intelligence references of national resources , research, mental illness, effective communication and intelligence 18. XviiI DEPED COPY Ranges Curriculum shape citizenship, self-concern and concern. Gradual Pakistani describing Theme K I'm Fear of independence relations of recognition fellow- Laura Socialists 1-2 1 I am The Family and
Religion Advocate General, using concept of sustainability, disclosure between actions and directional values 1-3 2 Angudi Arabia, NowatNoon Understand abuses, uses concepts of continuum, interaction, sequence, elite helicopter simple concept and trading concepts as traditional lawyers 1-5 5 3 Provinces Understand self-defense and regional colleagues , political, social and economic sanctions Limkon- sept. Identification of the Treasury of opposition development skills, cultural and geographical understanding, participatory appreciation and Senate appreciation. 1-6 5 Definition of Philippine Values as the 20th
anniversary of the 20th anniversary of the 20th anniversary of such a historically significant theme (historicalsignificance), change, development and sustainability. 1-6 6 Senate Challenges Challenges and responses to the 1-6 7Th Asian Nation presidential candidate's 2016-2016 presidential candidate comprising awareness of geography, history, culture, nationally led and government-led congressional representatives, identity Asian associations 1-7 19. XIX DEPLOYD COPY GradyPaksa Describing Technologically Agrital and responding to responses to humanity in ganghaz such as widespread helicopters, history,
culture, society, government-based agreements, thriving openness. 1-7 9 Economic observations Understanding mental and economic and social discipline by training citizens, reflective, responsible, natural, productive, led by poets and citizens 1-7 10 Catholic Non-Contemporary Affairs Understanding and understanding of the adoption of economic, political, political, political, educational, education and inheritance Civic citizenship versus civic skills involving specialized research, analysts say , assault and consultation,- 1-7 NUMBER:10pm/fourth;4quarters/year GradeTimeAllotment 1-230min/dayx5ds 3-640min/dayx5ds 7-
103hrs/week 20. xx DEPLOYED COPY Economic RULES:Demonstrative understanding of the mindset of the traditional social disciplines of the economy to shape citizenship, resources, accountability, nature, productivity, fair and sensitive citizenship. CONTENT (Content) ACOMMODITY RULES (ContentStandard) STANDARDS OF PERFORMANCE (LearningCompetenciES) CODE FIRSTMARKET-Principles Economic Concept:Basic Intelligent Resources Resources A.S. Definition of economics understanding: the concepts of economics as the basic intelligent and intelligent daily life Studies: they understand the basic
concept of Economics as basic intelligence and the daily development of Studies 1. Appropriate economy daily life as a student, murder and social work. AP9MKE-Ia-1 2. It is estimated that the economy is daily in daily life. AP9MKE-Iain-2 B.A. Fitness 1. Concept Concept Atrinchered Daily Life 2. Daily Signs 3. Diseases like Daily Life 4. Daily life 3 ways to fight for the usual incorporation. It is revealed that it is incredicating that daily life is applied. AP9MKE-Ia-3 4. Determined signs of instant daily life. AP9MKE-Ib-4 5. It's a toxic conclusion that's a major social problem. AP9MKE-Ib-5 6. Suggestive methods to fight AP9MKE-
Ic-6-21. XXI CONTENT DEPLOY (Content) STANDARD PERFORMANCE STANDARDS FOR LEARNING CODE C. Needat Preference 1. Difference and desire 2. Relationship Personality Preferences and the Insulirane Festival 3. HirarkiyA 4. Basic personal needs and preference 5. Influential Research Needs and Desires 7. Analysis preferences (needs) such as AP9MKE-Ic-7 basic decision-making. The personal preferences and needs of opposition AP9MKE-Id-8 9 are displayed. Diaper needs. AP9MKE-Id-9 10. Constructive standards selective lynching needs AP9MKE-Ie-10 11. Influential Needs Analysis AP9MKE-Ie-
11 D. Alliance 1. Conceptual allegations on the needs of the ywants 2 opposition. Importance of making the right decision 3. Several Economists 12. Analyzed the claims and needs AP9MKE-If-12 13. Approximately making decisions to comply with AP9MKE-If-13 14. A variety of economical systems in response to AP9MKE-Ig-14 22. XXI CONTENT DEPLOY CONTENT CONTENT STANDARDSstand High Performance (Performance) CODE E. Consumption 1. Concept Consumption 2. Search Consumption 3. Smart Purchasing Standards 4. Rights As Purchasing Group 15. Explains the concept AP9MKE-Ig-15 16.
Diaper research affects consumption. AP9MKE-Ih-16 17. Intelligence defender demonstrated to buy AP9MKE-Ih-17 18. Defending Consumer Rights AP9MKE-Ih-18 F. Production 1. Definition and Production Response to Daily Life 2. Factors and Factors) and Daily Life of Inflation 3. Business Organizer 19. Defined production AP9MKE-Ii-19 21. Appreciate the production and implications for everyday life AP9MKE-Ii-19 22. Ap9MKE-Ij-20 SECONDMARK-Maykroekonomics A. Demand 1. Definition Demand 2.Affected Researchers Demand 3.ElastisityDemand Studies have understood basic skills related to forces and the
market as angels have critically analyzed the major ized forces of demanded supplies, and market systems 1. DAILY lifestyle AP9MYK-II-1. Proven researchers affecting AP9MYK-II-2 3. Wisely decide on the response to AP9MYK-IIb-3 23. XXII DEPLOYS COPY CONTENT (ContentStandard) OCCURRING STANDARDS (PerformanceStandard) STANDARDS (LearningCompetencies) CODE basic household decision-making- as the basis for intelligent home decision-making. Related lawsuits commercial demand and service AP9MYK-II-4 B. Supply(Supply) 1. Definition Supply 2. Flirt with Supply 3. Elastisity supply 5.
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the Nation of the LKE Administration of the Nation accompanying Share my country KPB 33. 1 COPY UNIT I MAIN ECONOMIC CONCEPTS INTRODUCTION AND ORIENTATIONS EACH person faces a variety of daily situations. Your experiences usually vary depending on your desires and needs. His answer was based on his interest and preference. Despite this, it is undeniable that needs and desires face the problem caused by a sense of resources. This module aims to demonstrate your understanding of basic economic concepts as the basis for a wise and prosperous daily life. It also aims to get students to apply
the basics of economics as the basis for a wise and prosperous daily life. Standards for Learning Standards Standard Performance students demonstrate understanding of the basics of Econics as the basis for a wise and prosperous daily life applies understanding of the basics of Economiks as the basis for wise and prosperous daily life in this lesson, expectations of learning the following: LESSON 1: Definition of economics • Economics applies to daily life as a student and family member and to a member of the family and society • Assesses the importance of economics in the daily lives of each family and society 34. 2
DEPED COPY LESSON 2: CORRUPTION • Shows the relationship between everyday life • Identifying signs of relatively everyday life • Develop conclusions that brevity is a major social problem • They have developed suggestions for ways to expand the need for Lesson 3: NEEDS AND PREfferences • Assess the difference between preferences (desires) needed (needs) as a basis for building wise decisions • reflects the relationship between personal preferences and the need to assess the anarchy of need • Develop your own standards to choose from Based on herarchiac needs • Factors influencing the needs and
preferences of Lesson 4: ALLOCATION • Examines the relationship between feet, needs and preferences • Appreciate the right decision to meet the need • The mechanisms of allocation are examined in various economic systems in response to the strange Lesson 5: CONSUMPTION • Explains concessions Consumption • Research analysis affecting consumption • Consumption of intelligence exposed through the use of purchasing rules • Rights and realizations defended as buyer 35. 3 DEPED COPY LESSON 6: PRODUCTION • Definition of production • Appreciate the production floors and their implications for the
daily life lesson 7: BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS • Analysis of the tasks of various business organizing activities GRAPHIC ASSistance and preference Limited resource sources, WEalth AllIANCE CONsumption Production EKONOMIKS 36. 4 DEPED COPY INTRODUCtion Measurement: Enter the letter of the most correct response to the document response. 1. In the context of the command economy, decisions on which products and services should be created depend on the hands of: A. consumer B. producer C. market D. government 2. Lack or scarcity can exist in resources such as natural resources, human
resources and capital resources. Why do they have a plea? A. Because resources are limited and human desires are limited and endless. Hurricanes and other disasters caused by C resources. Due to entrepreneurs exploiting and hiding products sold on market D. Due to the natural use of people in the country's resources. If you were a rational person, what should you consider making the decision? A. Consider beliefs, goals, and traditions B. Consider C.'s passions and desires. Consider copying decision-making costs D. Consider Assistant Occasions 4. The revolving flow of the economy describes the relationship and
basic work of each economic sector. Which of the following describes the section on the role of the home? To. It owns production B. Using production frameworks C. Pay rent or rent to land D. Imposition of taxes on the product (K) (K) (K) (K) (F) ( K ) ( F ) ( F) 37. 5 COPY DEPLOYED 5. Production is an economic activity that must be paid attention to the government. It refers to: A. using products and services B. creation of products and services C. capture of natural resources D. distribution of resources 6. Which of the following is best suited Ekonomiks? R. It is a wise decision of man to respond to the economic problems
he faces. B. It refers to the science of human behavior that influences your decision. C. It is a human study and a society on how to address economic problems. D. It is a study of how one can satisfy one's infinite needs and desires for strangeness. 7. Entrenchment can cause various social problems. Which of the following options does not show this problem? A. It can cause agitation to those who are experiencing it. B. Prices are increasing to reduce consumers' ability to purchase different products and services. C. Heating climate that brings stronger storms and long periods of El Niño and La Niña. D. Entrepreneurs
have the opportunity to make money. 8. In each decision it is usually with compensation and opportunity costs. Compensation is to choose or sacrifice something else to achieve something else and the best alternative is the amount of object or the best alternative ready to exchange each decision. Why the cost of compensation and opportunity? To. For there is no end to the will of man B. Because of the limited knowledge of concerto c. Because it exists in products and service D. To produce a product required by the market (P) (P) (P) (P) ( P) 38. 6 COPY DEPLOYED 9. If the need is prioritized than a preference, the
following can occur except _____________.. A. It cannot achieve all purposes B. the distribution of resources C. can be solved or reduced the problem of agreement D. budgeting 10 will be fine. Abraham Maslow is known for the model of anarchy model of necessity. On this basis, organize the following from lowest to highest according to your level. 1. Social Responsibility 2. Security needs 3. Pisyyological and biological 4. Need for personal event 5. Need for honor A. 2, 3, 4, 5, 1 B. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 C. 3, 2, 1, 5, 4 D. 4, 5, 1, 2, 3 11. Each production stick is essential for creating goods and services. Each factor when used is
payment such as A. Capitalist rental, labor wages, landowners' gains, and employer interest B. Renting landowners, force-manufacturing salaries, capitalist interest, and interest in entrepreneur C. Wages in entrepreneurship, rent in force, salaries by force, capitalist rental and interest in employer (P) (P) (P) 39. 7 DEPED COPY Use the table below in point 12. FINAL HOUSEHOLD CONSUMPTION EXPENSES AND CURRENT PRICES, IN MILLIONS OF PESOS ANNUAL ITEMS 2012 AND 2013 AND Prices 2012 2013 Growth rate (%) FINAL HOUSEHOLD CONSUMPTION EXPENSE 7,837,881 8,455,783 7.9 1. Non-
alcoholic foods and beverages 3,343,427 3,596,677 7.6 2. Alcoholic Beverages, Tobacco 100,930 110,059 9.0 3. Clothing and Footwear 108,492 116,635 7.5 4. Housing, Water, Electricity, Gas and Other Fuels 965,753 1,062,100 10.0. Furniture, household equipment and routine home maintenance 310,249 326,101 5.1 6. Health 199,821 218,729 9.5 7. Transport 837,569 894,369 6.8. Communication 247,946 264,281 6.6 9. Recreation and Culture 142,851 154,391 8.1 10. Education 302,772 334,586 10.5 11. Restaurants and hotels 291,460 318,553 9.3 12. Various goods and services 986,611 1,059,301 7.4 Source:
recovered on January 30, 2014 12. Which of the following statements has the truth based on the table? R.A. A large part of household consumption comes from education. B. A decrease in total consumption was observed between 2012-2013. C. Household consumption is lower in communication. D. Showed an increase in total consumption between 2012-2013. (P) 40. 8 COPY DEPLOYED 13. At the points of Frontier Production Possibility or PPF it can be considered with production efficiency. What is the relationship between the PPF at this time? Select the correct answer. To. PPF limits show a lack of sources. B.
These are the production plans to earn a lot and recover the cost of making the product. C. The PPF shows a production plan based on an economy's ability to create a product. D. By PPF you can show different alternatives to creating a product to efficiently use limited dong resources. 14. Preference and need are two different concepts. One can be considered a will when it is more than a basic necessity. When can a product or service be considered a basic necessity? A. You can use it to make it difficult. B. Provides satisfaction and comfort. C. Man cannot live without them. D. You can buy many things through it. 15.
How would you explain the saying There is not enough to turn around John Watson Howe? To. Resources are limited that are not sufficient for human needs. B. There is no eternal need for both man and resources. C. Reckless use of resources leads to increased ness. D. There is a limit to much of the world's resources. 16. If you belong to the economic system, which of the following does not show the work of this system? R. Its economic position stems from the government's mandate based on the plan. B. You are free to act in accordance with your own interests without government. C. Tasks and benefits are
performed together on resources. D. People have agency but still have control over certain tasks. (U) (U) (U) (U) 41. 9 COPY DEPLOYED 17. When can you be cautious with buyers? A. Use a credit card in your purchases and always expect to have a sale. B. The second maneuver is purchased to swear and save budget purchases. C. Following the budget and analyze the price, attire and weight of the purchased product. D. Buyers need to over-make sure that the market is not running out of market. 18. How can you promote the right to adequate information? A. Study the label on the attire, quantity, and composition of
the product. B. Always go to weight to make sure the purchased product is purchased completely. C. Appreciate the quality and not the brand of the product or service to be purchased. D. Always use recycled products to protect the environment. 19. What does the following irritation to production indicate? R. Production is a process of integrating products and services such as products and services to build inputs such as land, labor, capital and the skills of the entrepreneur. B. Production is the process of bringing inputs such as land, energy-work, capital and entrepreneurship to produce products and services. C.
Production will occur only if the devices are completed here. D. Productivity will be more productive if more workforce is more powerful than machinery. • Land • Production • Capital • Capital • Entrepreneurship • Combine materials, production, capital and entrepreneurship Production processesInput (U) (U) (U) • Consumer goods or services; Products or services used to create another entrepreneurship 42. 10 COPY 20 IMPLEMENTED. Which of the following does not express the importance of production in daily life? To. Production is the source of products that need to be daily consumption B. Production creates work.
C. Consumption provides hundreds of production and services, thus saying that production is more important than consumption. D. The profits from each fold of production are used by purchasing goods and services at home. Answers: 1. D 11. B 2. A 12. D 3. C 13. D 4. B 14. C 5. B 15. 6. DC 16. B 7. DC 17. C 8. C 18. 9. B 19. B 10. C 20. C (U) )
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